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Airframe
From the author of Jurassic Park, Timeline, and Sphere comes this riveting thriller
of corporate intrigue and cutthroat competition between American and Japanese
business interests. #1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER “As well built a thrill machine
as a suspense novel can be.”—The New York Times Book Review On the forty-fifth
floor of the Nakamoto tower in downtown Los Angeles—the new American
headquarters of the immense Japanese conglomerate—a grand opening
celebration is in full swing. On the forty-sixth floor, in an empty conference room,
the corpse of a beautiful young woman is discovered. The investigation
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immediately becomes a headlong chase through a twisting maze of industrial
intrigue, a no-holds-barred conflict in which control of a vital American technology
is the fiercely coveted prize—and in which the Japanese saying “Business is war”
takes on a terrifying reality. “A grand maze of plot twists . . . Crichton’s gift for
spinning a timely yarn is going to be enough, once again, to serve a current tenant
of the bestseller list with an eviction notice.”—New York Daily News “The action in
Rising Sun unfolds at a breathless pace.”—Business Week

Prey
Drug of Choice
Michael Crichton's Prey is a terrifying page-turner that masterfully combines a
heart–pounding thriller with cutting-edge technology. Deep in the Nevada desert,
the Xymos Corporation has built a state-of-the-art fabrication plant, surrounded by
miles and miles of nothing but cactus and coyotes. Eight people are trapped. A selfreplicating swarm of predatory molecules is rapidly evolving outside the plant.
Massed together, the molecules form an intelligent organism that is anything but
benign. More powerful by the hour, it has targeted the eight scientists as prey.
They must stop the swarm before it is too late… In Prey, Michael Crichton
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combines scientific brilliance with relentless pacing to create an electrifying,
chilling techno-thriller

A Case of Need
An ingenious new thriller that weaves a path through history, following a race of
human-like machines that have been hiding among us for untold centuries, written
by the New York Times bestselling author of Robopocalypse. Present day: When a
young anthropologist specializing in ancient technology uncovers a terrible secret
concealed in the workings of a three-hundred-year-old mechanical doll, she is
thrown into a hidden world that lurks just under the surface of our own. With her
career and her life at stake, June Stefanov will ally with a remarkable traveler who
exposes her to a reality she never imagined, as they embark on an around-theworld adventure and discover breathtaking secrets of the past… Russia, 1725: In
the depths of the Kremlin, the tsar’s loyal mechanician brings to life two
astonishingly humanlike mechanical beings. Peter and Elena are a brother and
sister fallen out of time, possessed with uncanny power, and destined to serve
great empires. Struggling to blend into pre-Victorian society, they are pulled into a
legendary war that has raged for centuries. The Clockwork Dynasty seamlessly
interweaves past and present, exploring a race of beings designed to live by
ironclad principles, yet constantly searching for meaning. As June plunges deeper
into their world, her choices will ultimately determine their survival or
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extermination. Richly-imagined and heart-pounding, Daniel H. Wilson’s novel
expertly draws on his robotics and science background, combining exquisitely
drawn characters with visionary technology—and riveting action.

Rising Sun
Only one woman can stop the world from descending into endless war, in the
thrilling new series in the world of the Gas-Lit Empire The year is 2012. The nations
of the world are bound together in an alliance of collective security, overseen by
the International Patent Office, and its ruthless stranglehold on technology. When
airships start disappearing in the middle of the Atlantic, the Patent Office is
desperate to discover what has happened. Forbidden to operate beyond the
territorial waters of member nations, they send spies to investigate in secret. One
of those spies is Elizabeth Barnabus. She must overcome her dislike of the
controlling Patent Office, disguise herself as a man, and take to the sea in search
of the floating nation of pirates who threaten the world order. File Under: Fantasy [
A Lost Airship | On the Sargasso| Stowaway Bay | The Crow Queen ]

Dragon Teeth
Evoking two of the most famous battles of the Ancient World—the Battle of
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Marathon and the Last Stand at Thermopylae—The Gates of Athens is a bravura
piece of storytelling by a well acclaimed master of the historical adventure novel.
In the new epic historical novel by New York Times bestselling author Conn
Iggulden, in ancient Greece an army of slaves gathers on the plains of Marathon . .
. Under Darius the Great, King of Kings, the mighty Persian army—swollen by
10,000 warriors known as The Immortals—have come to subjugate the Greeks. In
their path, vastly outnumbered, stands an army of freeborn Athenians. Among
them is a clever, fearsome, and cunning soldier-statesman, Xanthippus. Against all
odds, the Athenians emerge victorious. Yet people soon forget that freedom is
bought with blood. Ten years later, Xanthippus watches helplessly as Athens
succumbs to the bitter politics of factionalism. Traitors and exiles abound. Trust is
at a low ebb when the Persians cross the Hellespont in ever greater numbers in
their second attempt to raze Athens to the ground. Facing overwhelming forces by
land and sea, the Athenians call on their Spartan allies for assistance—to delay the
Persians at the treacherous pass of Thermopylae . . .

Robogenesis
A sequel to the best-selling Robopocalypse is told through a series of narratives
that finds new and former characters fighting to rebuild a war-stricken world under
threat of the surviving Archos machine code. 100,000 first printing.
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The Andromeda Strain
Originally published: New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1969.

Three Complete Novels
After training to become a Huntress and being partnered with a mysterious Hunter
named Fade, Deuce, who has only lived underground, is exiled topside with Fade,
where they must survive the gangs who live among the ruins of the city.

Robopocalypse
From the bestselling author of Jurassic Park, Timeline, and Sphere comes a
neurological thriller about the dangers of cutting-edge medical experimentation.
Harry Benson suffers from violent seizures. So violent that he often blackouts when
they take hold. Shortly after severely beating two men during an episode, the
police escort Benson to a Los Angeles hospital for treatment. There, Dr. Roger
McPherson, head of the prestigious Neuropsychiatric Research Unit, is convinced
he can cure Benson with an experimental procedure that would place electrodes
deep in his brain’s pleasure centers, effectively short-circuiting Harry's seizures
with pulses of bliss. The surgery is successful, but while Benson is in recovery, he
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discovers how to trigger the pulses himself. To make matters worse his violent
impulses have only grown, and he soon escapes the hospital with a deadly agenda.
..

Red Desert - Point of No Return
From the bestselling author of Jurassic Park, Timeline, and Sphere comes an
enthralling novel about Victorian London’s most notorious gold heist. London,
1855, when lavish wealth and appalling poverty exist side by side, one mysterious
man navigates both worlds with perfect ease. Edward Pierce preys on the most
prominent of the well-to-do as he cunningly orchestrates the crime of his century.
Who would suspect that a gentleman of breeding could mastermind the
extraordinary robbery aboard the pride of England’s industrial era, the mighty
steam locomotive? Based on fact, but studded with all the suspense and style of
fiction, here is a classic historical thriller, set a decade before the age of
dynamite—yet nonetheless explosive…

Next
Named “The Book of the Year” by Lee Child in The Guardian From “master of the
genre” (The Washington Post) and author of Leaving Berlin, a heart-pounding and
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intelligent espionage novel about a Nazi war criminal who was supposed to be
dead, the rogue CIA agent on his trail, and the beautiful woman connected to them
both. Seventeen years after the fall of the Third Reich, Max Weill has never
forgotten the atrocities he saw as a prisoner at Auschwitz—nor the face of Dr. Otto
Schramm. He was the camp doctor who worked with Mengele on appalling
experiments and who sent Max’s family to the gas chambers. As the war came to a
close, Schramm was one of the many high-ranking former-Nazi officers who
managed to escape Germany for new lives in South America, where leaders like
Argentina’s Juan Perón gave them safe harbor and new identities. With his life
nearing its end, Max asks his nephew Aaron Wiley—an American CIA desk
analyst—to complete the task Max never could: to track down Otto in Argentina,
capture him, and bring him back to Germany to stand trial. Unable to deny his
uncle, Aaron travels to Buenos Aires and discovers a city where Nazis thrive in
plain sight, mingling with Argentine high society. He ingratiates himself with Otto’s
alluring but damaged daughter, whom he’s convinced is hiding her father. Enlisting
the help of a German newspaper reporter, an Israeli agent, and the obliging CIA
station chief in Buenos Aires, he hunts for Otto—a complicated monster,
unexpectedly human but still capable of murder if cornered. Unable to distinguish
allies from enemies, Aaron will ultimately have to discover just how far he is
prepared to go to render justice. “With his remarkable emotional precision and
mastery of tone” (Kirkus Reviews, starred review), Joseph Kanon crafts another
“gripping and authentic” (The New York Times Book Review) thriller that you won’t
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be able to put down.

Jurassic Park
#1 New York Times bestselling author Michael Crichton has been called "one of the
great storytellers of our age,"* a master at seamlessly blending cutting-edge
science and technology with spellbinding adventure. Now two of his most
electrifying thrillers have been combined in one volume, to astonish and terrify a
new generation of readers with brilliant and disturbing visions of the frighteningly
possible. The Andromeda Strain A satellite sent into the outer fringes of space to
"collect organisms and dust for study" falls back to earth, crash-landing in a
desolate area of Arizona, twelve miles from the tiny town of Piedmont. The terror
has begun . . . The Terminal Man The brain of a patient prone to violent,
uncontrollable seizures has been implanted with experimental electrodes designed
to soothe his homicidal impulses. But the doctors never dreamed he’d learn to
control the monitor inside his head. Now an unstoppable maniac is loose in an
unsuspecting city.

The Gates of Athens
Two decades into the future humans are battling for their very survival when a
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powerful AI computer goes rogue, and all the machines on earth rebel against their
human controllers.

Disclosure
The death of a doctor’s daughter may be malpractice—or murder—in this novel by
a #1 New York Times–bestselling author: “I loved it” (Stephen King). In the tightly
knit world of Boston medicine, the Randall family reigns supreme. When heart
surgeon J. D. Randall’s teenage daughter dies during a botched abortion, the
medical community threatens to explode. Was it malpractice? A violation of the
Hippocratic Oath? Or was Karen Randall murdered in cold blood? The natural
suspect is Arthur Lee, a brilliant surgeon and known abortionist, who has been
carrying out the illegal procedure with the help of pathologist John Berry. After
Karen dies, Lee is thrown in jail on a murder charge, and only Berry can prove his
friend wasn’t the one who wielded the scalpel. Behind this gruesome death, Berry
will uncover a secret that would shock even the most hardened pathologist. An
Edgar Award–winning novel by the author of such blockbusters as The Andromeda
Strain and Jurassic Park—and creator of the long-running NBC drama ER—A Case of
Need is a “superb” medical-thriller mystery (Los Angeles Times). This ebook
features an illustrated biography of Michael Crichton including rare images from
the author’s estate.
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The Andromeda Evolution
A fatal mid-air collision involving a commercial airliner prompts a frantic, desperate
investigation into the causes of the accident, in a thriller exploring the issue of
safety and security in the aircraft industry.

Odds On
New York Times bestselling author Michael Crichton delivers another action-packed
techo-thriller in State of Fear. When a group of eco-terrorists engage in a global
conspiracy to generate weather-related natural disasters, its up to environmental
lawyer Peter Evans and his team to uncover the subterfuge. From Tokyo to Los
Angeles, from Antarctica to the Solomon Islands, Michael Crichton mixes cutting
edge science and action-packed adventure, leading readers on an edge-of-yourseat ride while offering up a thought-provoking commentary on the issue of global
warming. A deftly-crafted novel, in true Crichton style, State of Fear is an exciting,
stunning tale that not only entertains and educates, but will make you think.

Travels
A collection of the first three novels written by Willa Cather, one of the most
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important American writers of the twentieth century.

Congo
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER Fifty years after The Andromeda Strain made
Michael Crichton a household name—and spawned a new genre, the
technothriller—the threat returns, in a gripping sequel that is terrifyingly realistic
and resonant. The Evolution is Coming. In 1967, an extraterrestrial microbe came
crashing down to Earth and nearly ended the human race. Accidental exposure to
the particle—designated The Andromeda Strain—killed every resident of the town
of Piedmont, Arizona, save for an elderly man and an infant boy. Over the next five
days, a team of top scientists assigned to Project Wildfire worked valiantly to save
the world from an epidemic of unimaginable proportions. In the moments before a
catastrophic nuclear detonation, they succeeded. In the ensuing decades, research
on the microparticle continued. And the world thought it was safe… Deep inside
Fairchild Air Force Base, Project Eternal Vigilance has continued to watch and wait
for the Andromeda Strain to reappear. On the verge of being shut down, the
project has registered no activity—until now. A Brazilian terrain-mapping drone has
detected a bizarre anomaly of otherworldly matter in the middle of the jungle, and,
worse yet, the tell-tale chemical signature of the deadly microparticle. With this
shocking discovery, the next-generation Project Wildfire is activated, and a diverse
team of experts hailing from all over the world is dispatched to investigate the
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potentially apocalyptic threat. But the microbe is growing—evolving. And if the
Wildfire team can’t reach the quarantine zone, enter the anomaly, and figure out
how to stop it, this new Andromeda Evolution will annihilate all life as we know it.

The Legends of Greemulax
A Good Morning America Book Club Pick and New York Times bestseller! “A pageturner for booklovers everywhere! . . . A story of family ties, their lost dreams, and
the redemption that comes from discovering truth.”—Adriana Trigiani, bestselling
author of The Shoemaker's Wife In New York Times bestselling author Fiona Davis's
latest historical novel, a series of book thefts roils the iconic New York Public
Library, leaving two generations of strong-willed women to pick up the pieces. It's
1913, and on the surface, Laura Lyons couldn't ask for more out of life—her
husband is the superintendent of the New York Public Library, allowing their family
to live in an apartment within the grand building, and they are blessed with two
children. But headstrong, passionate Laura wants more, and when she takes a leap
of faith and applies to the Columbia Journalism School, her world is cracked wide
open. As her studies take her all over the city, she is drawn to Greenwich Village's
new bohemia, where she discovers the Heterodoxy Club—a radical, all-female
group in which women are encouraged to loudly share their opinions on suffrage,
birth control, and women's rights. Soon, Laura finds herself questioning her
traditional role as wife and mother. But when valuable books are stolen back at the
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library, threatening the home and institution she loves, she's forced to confront her
shifting priorities head on . . . and may just lose everything in the process. Eighty
years later, in 1993, Sadie Donovan struggles with the legacy of her grandmother,
the famous essayist Laura Lyons, especially after she's wrangled her dream job as
a curator at the New York Public Library. But the job quickly becomes a nightmare
when rare manuscripts, notes, and books for the exhibit Sadie's running begin
disappearing from the library's famous Berg Collection. Determined to save both
the exhibit and her career, the typically risk-adverse Sadie teams up with a private
security expert to uncover the culprit. However, things unexpectedly become
personal when the investigation leads Sadie to some unwelcome truths about her
own family heritage—truths that shed new light on the biggest tragedy in the
library's history.

Sphere
_________________ 'An immersive thriller set against a tense historical backdrop the
joy is in the history as much as the story Once again Harris has placed the reader
at the heart of a great historic event, using a small story to tell a great one.'
FINANCIAL TIMES A Sunday Times Best Historical Fiction Book of the Year
_________________ The first rocket will take five minutes to hit London. You have six
minutes to stop the second. Rudi Graf used to dream of sending a rocket to the
moon. Instead, he has helped create the world's most sophisticated weapon: the
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V2 ballistic missile, capable of delivering a one-ton warhead at three times the
speed of sound. In a desperate gamble to avoid defeat in the winter of 1944, Hitler
orders ten thousand to be built. Haunted and disillusioned, Graf - who understands
the volatile, deadly machine better than anyone - is tasked with firing these lethal
'vengeance weapons' at London. Kay Caton-Walsh is an officer in the Women's
Auxiliary Air Force, and a survivor of a V2 strike. As the rockets devastate London,
she joins a unit of WAAFs on a mission to newly liberated Belgium. Armed with little
more than a slide rule and a few equations, Kay and her colleagues will attempt to
locate and destroy the launch sites. But at this stage in the war it's hard to know
who, if anyone, you can trust. As the death toll soars, Graf and Kay fight their grim,
invisible war - until one final explosion of violence causes their destinies to collide.
________________ 'For a long time now, Harris has looked like the heir to John Le
Carre, the popular yarn spinner with claims to permanence.' SUNDAY MORNING
HERALD 'Harris finds the poetry in physics and the soul in engineering. He makes
the V2s come to life as vividly as any of his human characters Harris has the great
gift of readability; there is no living novelist whose books I am likelier to gobble up
in one sitting.' JAKE KERRIDGE, TELEGRAPH 'I want to be the first to say it: Robert
Harris scores a direct hit with V2. I was enthralled.' ANTHONY HOROWITZ
'Astonishingly precise As Graf and Kay plot and counterplot, questions rise and fall
like rockets. V2 will keep you pinned on a compelling trajectory.' SUNDAY TIMES
'Harris captures the real nature of war. Gripping.' BEN MACINTYRE 'Delivers one
hell of a punch' DAMIAN LEWIS's Books of the Year, EXPRESS 'Harris is delivering a
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warning about toxic futility and the ferocious propaganda needed to fuel it. His
timing is, unlike the workings of the rockets he writes about, impeccable.' EVENING
STANDARD 'Robert Harris is at the peak of his storytelling power with V2; it takes
you all the way back to the pleasure of reading Enigma.' PATRICK NEALE 'The king
of the page-turning thriller.' THE i 'Second World War buffs will enjoy Robert
Harris's V2.' INDEPENDENT 'V2's portrait of a battered and weary London is not
without a certain 2020 resonance.' TOM HOLLAND [Bestseller in the UK, Sunday
Times, September 2020]

Amped
From the bestselling author of Jurassic Park, Timeline, and Sphere comes a deeply
personal memoir full of fascinating adventures as he travels everywhere from the
Mayan pyramids to Kilimanjaro. Fueled by a powerful curiosity—and by a need to
see, feel, and hear, firsthand and close-up—Michael Crichton's journeys have
carried him into worlds diverse and compelling—swimming with mud sharks in
Tahiti, tracking wild animals through the jungle of Rwanda. This is a record of those
travels—an exhilarating quest across the familiar and exotic frontiers of the outer
world, a determined odyssey into the unfathomable, spiritual depths of the inner
world. It is an adventure of risk and rejuvenation, terror and wonder, as exciting as
Michael Crichton's many masterful and widely heralded works of fiction.
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The Accomplice
Michael Crichton, the #1 New York Times bestselling author of Jurassic Park,
returns to the world of paleontology in this recently discovered novel—a thrilling
adventure set in the Wild West during the golden age of fossil hunting. The year is
1876. Warring Indian tribes still populate America’s western territories even as
lawless gold-rush towns begin to mark the landscape. In much of the country it is
still illegal to espouse evolution. Against this backdrop two monomaniacal
paleontologists pillage the Wild West, hunting for dinosaur fossils, while surveilling,
deceiving and sabotaging each other in a rivalry that will come to be known as the
Bone Wars. Into this treacherous territory plunges the arrogant and entitled
William Johnson, a Yale student with more privilege than sense. Determined to
survive a summer in the west to win a bet against his arch-rival, William has joined
world-renowned paleontologist Othniel Charles Marsh on his latest expedition. But
when the paranoid and secretive Marsh becomes convinced that William is spying
for his nemesis, Edwin Drinker Cope, he abandons him in Cheyenne, Wyoming, a
locus of crime and vice. William is forced to join forces with Cope and soon
stumbles upon a discovery of historic proportions. With this extraordinary treasure,
however, comes exceptional danger, and William’s newfound resilience will be
tested in his struggle to protect his cache, which pits him against some of the
West’s most notorious characters. A page-turner that draws on both meticulously
researched history and an exuberant imagination, Dragon Teeth is based on the
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rivalry between real-life paleontologists Cope and Marsh; in William Johnson
readers will find an inspiring hero only Michael Crichton could have imagined.
Perfectly paced and brilliantly plotted, this enormously winning adventure is
destined to become another Crichton classic.

The Queen of All Crows
In this majestically unnerving novel, Michael Dibdin, the creator of the acclaimed
Aurelio Zen mysteries, explores themes that might have been ripped out of today's
headlines, as he charts America's dual epidemic of religious cultism and random
violence.The murders take place in distant cities and with no apparent motive. All
that connects them is their cold-blooded efficiency. But a dogged Seattle detective
and a horribly bereaved survivor are about to come face-to-face with their
perpetrator—a man named Los, a self-styled prophet who has the power to make
his followers travel thousands of miles to kill for him. Out of mayhem and
revelation, the minutiae of police work and the explosive contents of a psychotic
mind, Michael Dibdin orchestrates a tour de force of dread. This should be read
with the lights on and the doors firmly bolted.

V2
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In the vein of Jurassic Park, this high-concept thriller follows a group of graduate
students lured to Hawaii to work for a mysterious biotech company—only to find
themselves cast out into the rain forest, with nothing but their scientific expertise
and wits to protect them. An instant classic, Micro pits nature against technology in
vintage Michael Crichton fashion. Completed by visionary science writer Richard
Preston, this boundary-pushing thriller melds scientific fact with pulse-pounding
fiction to create yet another masterpiece of sophisticated, cutting-edge
entertainment.

The Lions of Fifth Avenue
Thirty years after the Mars exploration mission ‘Hera’, whose crew died in
mysterious circumstances, the ensuing political issues that slowed NASA's race to
conquer space have finally ended. This time the five members of the new ‘Isis’
mission will not travel the 400 million kilometres for a short visit. This time they are
destined to become the first colonisers of the Red Planet. The science fiction series
“Red Desert”, set in the near future, includes four books. The first one, “Point of No
Return”, is a novella. In what looks like a suicide attempt, Swedish exobiologist
Anna Persson, crew member of the Isis, secretly leaves Station Alpha at the crack
of dawn to travel deep into the Martian desert in a pressurised rover. As she
journeys to the limit of her two day oxygen supply, she shows us memories of
events from her past leading up to the mission. Little by little, as time and oxygen
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run out, she reveals the real Anna. Whatever her goal, wherever it is, will Anna
reach her destination? The second book, “Red Desert - People of Mars” (a novel),
will be published on 1 September 2014. Follow Anna Persson (AnnaPerssonDR) on
Twitter! --- This is the first book in a series of four and it ends with a cliffhanger. ---

Rising Sun: A Novel
In a near-future world where technologically enhanced humans are governed by a
strict set of conduct laws, twenty-nine-year-old Owen Gray joins the ranks of a
persecuted underclass that is planning to change, or destroy, the world.

The Great Train Robbery
An up-and-coming executive at the computer firm DigiCom, Tom Sanders is a man
whose corporate future is certain. But after a closed-door meeting with his new
boss--a woman who is his former lover and has been promoted to the position he
expected to have--Sanders finds himself caught in a nightmarish web of deceit in
which he is branded the villain. As Sanders scrambles to defend himself, he
uncovers an electronic trail into the company's secrets--and begins to grasp that a
cynical and manipulative scheme has been devised to bring him down.
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Terminal Man
Following in the tradition of J. K. Rowling and Roald Dahl, K. C. Schmidt is an
exciting new voice in middle-grade fantasy adventure. This debut will change the
way boys and girls everywhere see the world -- and each other! Penn dreads the
day that he will start to become a monster, but it's inevitable. The youngest of his
tribe in Greemulax, he knows that as boys become men, they turn into powerful,
hairy blue creatures called Grabagorns, and that their solemn vow is to never
again be weak. Legend has it that dragons all but destroyed Greemulax years ago
during a terrible time known as the Great Scorch. Not one of the tight-knit
community's girls or women survived, and the men, ruled by Grabagorn Prime,
have lived in mourning and anger ever since. But when one of Penn's dragon traps
catches a real live girl named Kristy, he starts to question everything he thought
was true. Together, Penn and Kristy set off on an adventure that will take them to
a tugboat in a tree and through a treacherous lake of pudding, toward a candy
forest guarded by dragons that might hold the answers they seek. The more time
they spend with each other, however, the faster Penn transforms into the monster
he fears, and the more Kristy seems to fade away into nothing. Can they reach
their destination before it's too late?

State of Fear
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Contains an exclusive preview of Micro by Michael Crichton and Richard Preston. Is
a loved one missing some body parts? Are blondes becoming extinct? Is everyone
at your dinner table of the same species? Humans and chimpanzees differ in only
400 genes; is that why a chimp fetus resembles a human being? And should that
worry us? There's a new genetic cure for drug addiction—is it worse than the
disease? We live in a time of momentous scientific leaps, a time when it's possible
to sell our eggs and sperm online for thousands of dollars and to test our spouses
for genetic maladies. We live in a time when one fifth of all our genes are owned
by someone else, and an unsuspecting person and his family can be pursued crosscountry because they happen to have certain valuable genes within their
chromosomes . . . Devilishly clever, Next blends fact and fiction into a breathless
tale of a new world where nothing is what it seems and a set of new possibilities
can open at every turn. Next challenges our sense of reality and notions of
morality. Balancing the comic and the bizarre with the genuinely frightening and
disturbing, Next shatters our assumptions and reveals shocking new choices where
we least expect. The future is closer than you think.

Five Patients
The blockbuster author of Jurassic Park “provides plenty of misdirection to keep
you on your toes” in his very first novel (Publishers Weekly). To rob the finest
resort in fascist Spain, three Americans need to blend in among the Mediterranean
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elite. And to do so, they will each need a gorgeous girl as cover. They find a
depraved millionaire, a drug-addled nymphomaniac, and an assistant hotel
manager who enjoys mingling with her handsome guests after hours. The would-be
thieves have used an IBM supercomputer to plan the perfect heist. Their crime has
been calculated to the last detail, with every possible contingency planned for,
save one: the women. The Hotel Reina is crawling with femmes fatales, and these
crooks will be lucky to escape with the shirts on their backs. This ebook features an
illustrated biography of Michael Crichton including rare images from the author’s
estate.

The Andromeda Strain/The Terminal Man
A stunning volume of epic breadth which connects the lives and works of over 300
English-language poets of the last 700 years. LIVES OF THE POETS traverses the
landscapes of biography, form, cultural pressures and important historical
moments to tell not just a history of English poetry, but the story of English as a
language. 'Astonishing' New York Times. 'Deft critical judgements, lightness of
touch, the ability both to examine minutely and to generalize boldly – this book is
both a tonic and a continuing pleasure' Independent. 'A celebration of poetry in the
shape of a history from Chaucer up to the present day. A book to put into the
hands of any young man or woman beginning to be aware that poetry is the glory
of our language' Scotsman. 'A masterly exercise of cogency and compression'
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Times Literary Supplement.

Binary
A thriller from the Jurassic Park author’s med school years, when he wrote “steamy
potboilers and heist capers under the pen name John Lange” (USA Today). When a
Hell’s Angel is thrown from his bike at 110 miles per hour, he should probably end
up in the morgue. But this Angel survives his crash without a scratch, and ends up
sleeping peacefully in the hospital. When Dr. Roger Clark inspects him, he finds
only one defect: blue urine. Similar reports start to trickle in from hospitals upstate.
It seems that a strange new drug is sending people into comas, and only Clark can
unravel its mystery. His search for answers takes him on the strangest trip of his
life, into a place called “Eden,” which looks like paradise, but feels like hell. This
ebook features an illustrated biography of Michael Crichton including rare images
from the author’s estate.

Scratch One
From the bestselling author of Jurassic Park, Timeline, and Sphere comes a
gripping thriller about the shocking demise of eight American geologists in the
darkest region of the Congo. Deep in the African rain forest, near the ruins of the
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Lost City of Zinj, a field expedition is brutally killed. At the Houston-based Earth
Resources Technology Services, Inc., a horrified supervisor watches a gruesome
video transmission of that ill-fated group and sees a haunting, grainy, man-like blur
moving amongst the bodies. In San Francisco, an extraordinary gorilla named Amy,
who has a 620-sign vocabulary, may hold the secret to that fierce carnage.
Immediately, a new expedition is sent to the Congo with Amy in tow, descending
into a secret, forbidden world where the only escape may be through the grisliest
death.

Dark Specter
“Set in the ultra-glamorous French Riviera of the late sixties . . . pure, high-octane
entertainment” from the blockbuster author of Jurassic Park (Pop Mythology). An
arms dealer in Copenhagen dies after sipping a poisoned martini. An American
diplomat in Lisbon is shot in the back of the head. A Frenchman survives being
pushed in front of a train, only to be murdered in his hospital bed. Though
seemingly unconnected, these events are part of an international conspiracy that
could spell death for Roger Carr. Carr is a lawyer, but he has no love for Lady
Justice. A dilettante playboy sent to France on a cushy assignment, he lands
himself right in the middle of an international arms deal. Both sides of the conflict
have mistaken him for an agent, and the secret service interventions of a dozen
countries will do anything to secure him—dead or alive. This ebook features an
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illustrated biography of Michael Crichton including rare images from the author’s
estate.

Micro
From the author of Jurassic Park, Timeline, and Congo comes a psychological
thriller about a group of scientists who investigate a spaceship discovered on the
ocean floor. In the middle of the South Pacific, a thousand feet below the surface, a
huge vessel is unearthed. Rushed to the scene is a team of American scientists
who descend together into the depths to investigate the astonishing discovery.
What they find defies their imaginations and mocks their attempts at logical
explanation. It is a spaceship, but apparently it is undamaged by its fall from the
sky. And, most startling, it appears to be at least three hundred years old,
containing a terrifying and destructive force that must be controlled at all costs.

Enclave
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • From the author of Timeline, Sphere, and
Congo, this is the classic thriller of science run amok that took the world by storm.
Nominated as one of America’s best-loved novels by PBS’s The Great American
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Times An astonishing technique for recovering and cloning dinosaur DNA has been
discovered. Now humankind’s most thrilling fantasies have come true. Creatures
extinct for eons roam Jurassic Park with their awesome presence and profound
mystery, and all the world can visit them—for a price. Until something goes wrong.
. . . In Jurassic Park, Michael Crichton taps all his mesmerizing talent and scientific
brilliance to create his most electrifying technothriller. Praise for Jurassic Park
“Wonderful . . . powerful.”—The Washington Post Book World “Frighteningly real . .
. compelling . . . It’ll keep you riveted.”—The Detroit News “Full of suspense.”—The
New York Times Book Review

The Last Ship
"ER has become the most succesful television series in the world since CHARLIE'S
ANGELS. Michael Crichton created the series from his own experiences as a
medical doctor in the emergency rooms, operating rooms and wards of
Massachusetts General Hospital. FIVE PATIENTS is Michael Crichton's true account
of the real life dramas so vividly portrayed in ER. A construction worker is seriously
injured in a scaffold collapse- a middle-aged despatcher is brought in suffering
from a fever that has reduced him to a delirious wreck; a young man nearly severs
his hand in an accident; an airline traveller suffers chest pains; a mother of three is
diagnosed with a life-threatening disease."
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Lives of the Poets
In the aftermath of nuclear war, the Navy destroyer "Nathan James" and its
crew--including twenty-six women--searches the seas for a place where survival
would be possible.

The Clockwork Dynasty
An agent races to stop a chemical attack in this thriller from the #1 New York
Times–bestselling author of The Andromeda Strain and Jurassic Park. His name is
John Wright, and he’s the most dangerous man in the United States. A millionaire
radical with a deep hatred for everything America stands for, he has concocted a
scheme that will shatter the very foundation of our democracy—and he’s just crazy
enough to pull it off. The only man who can stop him is John Graves, an embittered
federal agent whose mission in life is to destroy Wright. He’ll get his chance—or
America will burn. A train races across the Utah desert, carrying a shipment of the
deadliest nerve gas known to man. Seven mobsters stop the train, steal the gas,
and hand it over to Wright. His target? The Republican National Convention in San
Diego, where unleashing the gas will kill one million honest citizens, including the
US president. Graves has just one shot to stop Wright—and for the sake of
democracy, he’d better not miss. From “the master of the sci-tech thriller,” this is a
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terrifying high-speed novel that will keep you on the edge of your seat from
beginning to end (Booklist). This ebook features an illustrated biography of Michael
Crichton including rare images from the author’s estate.
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